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Poster Session

Games!

You start here!

Gather.Town MUST be run using Google Chrome AND 
Google Chrome MUST be running in the background.

GatherTown Retreat Map

CABTRAC Retreat Gather.Town Instructions



When you click the  
Gather.Town link-

this is what you'll see!

Then click Next!

Joining Gather.Town for the first time:

Avatar Creation

1. Please name your avatar  
in this format:

First Name Last Name

2. Pick an avatar that you
like by clicking these arrows

3. Change hair color and outfit  
by clicking the arrows



Joining Gather.Town for the first time:

Settings & Tutorial

Before you join the gathering,  
you'll be asked to allow  
Gather.Town to access

your camera & microphone.
Please click "allow"

If it's your first time in Gather.Town
you'll see this tutorial next!

You can either "skip tutorial" or continue and  
"walk through the door" to enter the Retreat Map.



Interacting with other people in Gather.Town

You will "spawn" in the Main  
Hall. Use your arrow keys to  

move and press ctrl "x" to  
interact with any highlighted

object you like.

Interaction in Gather.Town is based on  
proximity to avatars & objects on the virtual map.

You'll see below, as an avatar gets closer to another, a  
video call starts to appear at the top of the screen. As  
you get closer, you can turn on your mic & camera to  

start talking to someone!



Poster Sessions

For poster sessions:  
Posters are numbered by  

signs to the right
of each board.

During the poster session,  
to interact with presenters  

and others you should enter  
the space in front of

the poster, indicated by
a darker rectangle.

This will allow you to  
discuss the presenter's  

poster with them.

Just like other objects,  
press "x" to view

each poster.

The presenter's video  
& anyone else in

the space in front of the  
poster will appear at the top

To zoom in:
press the small magnifying  

glass on the right,
then click & drag to

view the poster

To exit the poster view:
hit "x" or

click the x in the upper right



THANK YOU!

Thank you for taking part in the 
2021 Retreat!

Have questions?
Email Michele Vitolo at

mvitolo@som.umaryland.edu

In Gather.Town?
Look for Michele’s

avatar ->

or send her a chat!
<- you will be able to  

send chats to participants
similar to the chat feature in Zoom

mailto:mvitolo@som.umaryland.edu
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